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information that is realized in an utterance?
Discourse analysis can be regarded as a basic
research topic in search of answers for these questions.
Approaches for discourse analysis are abundant in English.
Many studies have focused on different issues of it. One
important issue is the complex linguistic phenomenon:
anaphora. Ellipsis is another critical issue, though it occurs
less frequently in English.
Elliptic sentences appear overwhelmingly in Chinese.
The use of ellipsis in Chinese discourse produces very
versatile expressions. This situation also makes Chinese
texts less formal in general. Lin and Soo [19] claimed that
a highly accurate Chinese syntax parser may not be
achieved without considering anaphora and ellipsis. Some
people believe that the study of Chinese should emphasize
more on semantics than that of English. Thus, to develop a
comprehensive model for Chinese discourse understanding,
one needs to focus on semantics and pragmatics.
How can we understand an utterance and make a
meaningful reply? The major claim of this paper is that
utterances are produced from actions (speech act theory)
in order to have some effect on the hearer. We believe the
underlying structure of a discourse is an event sequence.
An event is an activity or a state expressed by a sequence
of words. We believe events are discourse entities crucial
for finding explanations of linguistic behavior into
representation and computational issues. Our discourse
analysis is modeled as a process of generating a set of
events that can be resolved, deleted, and merged.
In this paper, we provide a computational linguistic
model for Mandarin Chinese discourse analysis. In this
model, an event-based partial parser is adopted to deal
with ill-formed sentences in Mandarin Chinese. In

Abstract
Discourse analysis plays an important role in
natural language understanding. Mandarin Chinese
discourse, which has many different properties compared
with English discourse, is still far behind in the
construction of a basic computational model. In this paper,
we propose an event model to elucidate anaphora and
ellipsis in Mandarin Chinese. An event-based approach
(EBA) based on the model is designed to resolve anaphora
and ellipsis in Mandarin Chinese discourse. In this
approach, we provide an event-based partial parser and
an event-based reasoning mechanism. This approach is
applied to the mathematics word problems of elementary
school (MWES). Our results provide empirical evidence
that the EBA can resolve many difficult problems in
Mandarin Chinese discourse.

1. Introduction
Among a variety of researches in natural language
understanding, discourse analysis is one of the most
important topics. Discourse is a sequence of utterances, for
example, reports, books, dialogue, and conversations, that
expresses certain ideas in writing or speech. In discourse
analysis, the treatment of pronoun resolution, the finding
of elliptic expressions, the derivation of implications, and
the recognition of intentions touch the heart of
understanding: What is the meaning of a discourse? Is
there a unified computational model of meaning that is
appropriate for the analysis of all kinds of linguistic
expressions, from words to sentences, and for extracting
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2.1 Anaphora and Ellipsis

particular, the output of the parser is event sequence rather
than parse tree.
Our study in discourse processing is conducted in
the context of a realistic application domain. A system
based on the work in this paper has been implemented in a
microworld: the mathematics word problems of
elementary school (MWES). Normally, a word problem
uses several natural language sentences to form a coherent
discourse that describes an event sequence. The discourse
contains a question sentence that asks the student to
compute an answer by performing some algebraic
operations. While the word problem is normally simple
and restricted in respect to its special domain on
mathematical computation, it provides a wide range of
linguistics phenomena and can be an excellent test-bed for
our model. Consider the following example:

Anaphora is the use of a word as a regular
grammatical substitute for a preceding word or a group of
words. Considerable attention of research involving
natural language processing, linguistics, and cognitive
science has been paid to study anaphora. Many anaphora
resolution methods have been proposed [9][16][18][22].
There are also many discussions or extensions of Chinese
anaphora [3][4][15][19][23]. However, most attempts to
model anaphor resolution in Chinese considered
intrasentential anaphora [3][15][16][18][23]. Only a few
considered intersentential anaphora [9][11][22], which is
an important problem in discourse-level analysis. In [19]
Lin and Soo resolved consecutive-sentential Chinese
anaphora by a theta-grid chart parser. In this paper, an
event-based approach for intersentential Chinese anaphora
resolution is proposed.
To discover the problem of anaphora in Chinese
discourse, consider the example 2 for pronominal
anaphora. An underlined word in English sentences
represents an anaphor. An italic word in Chinese example
represents an elliptic word. Only underlined word is
appeared in Chinese example.

Example 1
約翰今年7歲,13年後他是幾歲?
John is1 7 years old this year. How old
will he be after 13 years?
The answer can be obtained by a simple calculation
7+13 = 20. The first clause in Chinese does not have a
verb, which makes a classical parser difficult to generate a
parse tree. The pronoun in the second clause is referred to
the object John in the preceding sentence. How to find it
and then know that the two digits 7 and 13 are associated
by an addition relation? Empirical study on this
microworld has another benefit that the performance of a
discourse model can be easily verified through a numerical
answer.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
In Section 2, we discuss the phenomena motivating the
development of event model. Section 3 briefly describes
our architecture of discourse processing. Sections 4 and 5
explain an event-based partial parser and reasoning
mechanism. Section 6 introduces the application of
elementary mathematics word problems. Finally, Section 7
makes conclusions.

Example 2
約翰有5本書, 瑪利比他多5本書,他們共有
幾本書?
John has 5 books. Mary has five more books
than him. How many books do they have?
To understand the anaphor “他(he)” in example 2,
the words “約翰(John)” should be bound as the antecedent
of “他(he)”. Another anaphor “他們(they)” is bound to the
two objects: “約翰(John)” and “瑪利(Mary)”, that appear
in different clauses. To resolve these anaphors needs to
take account of intersentential structure.
Ellipsis is the omission from a sentence or other
construction of one or more words understandable from
the context that would complete or clarify the construction.
It refers to the “hole” where an NP is understood and
would have to be present in a complete sentence. Ellipsis
produces ill-formed sentences that can not be recovered by
syntactic interpretation. It also produces ambiguity.
Consider example 3 modified from example 2:

2. Studies of Mandarin Chinese Discourse
There are four levels of ambiguity in Chinese
discourse: lexical, syntactic, semantic (referential
ambiguity), and pragmatic ambiguity. Anaphora, ellipsis,
and metaphor are everywhere. Moreover, ellipsis is very
important in Chinese discourse to express thoughts
concisely.

Example 3
約翰有5本書, 瑪利多了5本,他們共有幾本?
John has 5 books. Mary has five more books
than him. How many books do they have?
Example 3 exhibits an elliptic form of the example 1
in that two phrases “比他(than him)” and “書(books)” in
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3. Our Framework

the second clause is disappeared, and the noun phrase “書
(books)” is still disappeared in the third clause.

This section will address the event model, and then
briefly elucidate three components of our framework:
knowledge, parser, and reasoning mechanism.

2.2 Related Research in Discourse Analysis
Anaphora and ellipsis are the two main problems in
discourse analysis. There are many approaches to deal
with the above linguistic phenomena.
Coherence theory is one that is widely accepted.
Many computational models have been proposed based on
it [1][21]. In coherence theory, a discourse is composed of
discourse segments. The utterances of a segment play a
particular role in the discourse. Many coherence relations
exist, such as evaluation, causal, elaboration, explanation,
sequence, and so on. Hobbs [12] outlined the theory of
discourse coherence. A local coherence of a segment is the
coherence among utterances within a segment, and global
coherence, which Grosz and Sidner argued that it depends
on the intentional structure [6], is the coherence with other
segments. In addition to cohesion, they addressed the role
of attention and intention in discourse. Their theory
includes linguistic structure, intentional structure, and a
pushdown stack of focus spaces. Utterances cause the
focus to shift by pushing or popping elements off the
stack.
In contrast to the coherence theory, studies of
knowledge representation theory [8][17] generally start
from representing linguistic knowledge in logic form. It
does not emphasize on pragmatics and world knowledge.
Much work is influenced by this theory. Many researchers
have found cue phrase to be an important structuring
element for discourse [6][10].
Work in centering theory has been addressed by
Grosz, Joshi, and Weinstein [7]. They believed that certain
discourse entities were centers of an utterance that relates
the utterance to other utterances. The same sentence may
have different centers in different discourses. They argued
that the coherence of discourse was affected by the
compatibility between centering properties of an utterance
and choice of referring expression. Hsu, Chen, and Wang
[25] proposed a context sensitive model to interpret the
understanding of concept by human beings.
There is some work done on Chinese discourse,
most of them from linguistics. A few of them provided
simple computational models to resolve part of
phenomena of anaphora [2][3][19], but no basic theory for
computing Mandarin Chinese discourse was proposed. In
this paper we propose an event model as a model for
Chinese discourse. The model examines phenomena of
Chinese discourse, and considers cohesion at a local
context level with some guidelines from linguistic
theories.

3.1 Event Model
Center is an important feature in discourse. However,
it is inherently dynamic [7]. It generally changes across a
sequence of discourse entities. This change will also
produce expectation in other utterances. We use event to
represent change and expectation. We treat a sequence of
utterances in a virtual time line. Discourse entities are
constituents across the time line. The change of center and
the shift of focus are state transitions according to
eventuality. Constructing discourse structure is to infer
new events that generate state transitions.
An event is an activity that may be static (e.g., state,
possession, description) or dynamic (e.g., action,
transition). Utterances within a discourse are decomposed
into events as discourse entities that simplify the analysis
and understanding of discourse. A set of events within a
sentence is called an event list. By specifying the basic
units of discourse and decomposing discourses into
structures of the basic units across a sequence of sentences,
a discourse is transferred into events sequentially placed in
a virtual time line.
A proper account of discourse can be processed by
deleting events, merging events, and creating expected
events. An expected event is an event generated after
reasoning on event lists. It is a related event that is induced
by existing events across different event lists. Therefore,
expected events can be used beyond intrasentential level to
resolve word sense disambiguation and anaphora. Besides,
dynamic property of discourse (e.g., centering, focus) can
also be represented by events.

3.2 Knowledge
Knowledge is important in natural language
understanding. In our framework, four types of knowledge
come into play in arriving at an understanding: 1. General
knowledge about syntax, semantic, and linguistic
knowledge, 2. general knowledge about discourse, 3.
general knowledge about the world, 4. specific knowledge
about the domain being discussed.
Syntactic, semantic, and linguistic knowledge are
collected in dictionaries. There are two dictionaries in our
framework. One is lexicon dictionary, and another is
measure word dictionary. Lexicon dictionary contains
more than forty thousand lexicons plus their syntactic
category, word senses, and semantic category. The
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There is a tool that provides a visual knowledge
engineering environment to assist the acquisition of
knowledge. It is a front-end interface for collecting four
types of knowledge. Event sequence is constructed by a
visual programming environment as shown in Figs. 2, 3,
and 4.

lexicons, syntactic taxonomy, and semantic taxonomy are
collected and analyzed mainly from our prior research [13].
Part of semantic taxonomy comes from Tong2yi4ci2
ci2lin2. Measure word dictionary comes from [14]. It has
427 measure words that is classified into 7 categories. It
has 12352 noun phrases that each corresponds to one or
several measure words. Measure word dictionary can
serve as constraints for noun phrases. It is useful in parsing
and ellipsis resolution.
General knowledge about discourse, general
knowledge about the world, and special knowledge about
the domain are represented by an expectation database.
The expectation database is exploited by a general
reasoning mechanism to produce expected events.

3.3 Parsing and Reasoning
We address an event-based approach that can
interpret sentences. There are two subsystems in the
approach. The first is called event-based partial parser, or
EP parser. The second is a reasoning mechanism called
programmable reasoning with expectation (PRE).
Event-based representation provides the basis for
computing the meaning of discourse in both subsystems.
EP parser is a parsing algorithm that takes a sentence,
parses it, and generates an event list. It is an intrasentential
processing algorithm. PRE resolves the problems of
intersentential understanding. It receives event lists and
generates expected events. Two parts of PRE: general
reasoning and specific reasoning are performed iteratively
until a special ending event is issued. Architecture of our
approach is shown in Fig. 1. Details of EP parser is
addressed in section 4. The PRE performing pragmatics
analysis is addressed particularly in section 5.

Figure 2

Interface for acquiring lexicons.

Discourse
Event-based
partial parser
Figure 3. Interface for acquiring templates in EP parser.

Event Lists
Dictionaries
Semantic Rules
Expectation Database

General Reasoning

4. Event-Based Partial Parser
Expected Events

Classical parser generally accepts a sentence,
resolves syntactic ambiguity within the sentence, and
generates syntactic parse trees of the sentence. However,
our intention is for discourse analysis that crosses
sentences. This will induce the problems of semantic
processing, anaphora, and ellipsis. These problems cannot
be resolved by classical parsers, such as chart parser. Even
worse, these problems can degenerate. Therefore, our

Specific Reasoning

Figure 1

Answer
The framework of event-based Mandarin
Chinese discourse analysis.
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sentences, which are very prevalent expressions in
Chinese due to the use of ellipsis.
Another characteristic of EP parser is that some
ambiguity is resolved by the use of constraints between
phrases. For example, there is a common constraint in
Chinese between measure words and noun phrases. The
two legal sentences “我有3個(I have three)” and “蘋果有
3個(apple has three)” have different syntax and semantics
though they have the same sentential form. The verb in the
first sentence represents the possession of its subject, and
the one in the second represents the existence of its subject.
EP parser will resolve this type of ambiguity at event
generation stage by means of constraints between subject
and measure words to generate different events. It will
check that the measure word “個” can not be used for
pronoun, but for a list of legal noun phrases recorded in
measure word dictionary.

parser should not just parse a sentence, but provide enough
information for other sentences.

Figure 4 Interface for acquiring expectations in PRE.

5. Reasoning Mechanism
An EP parser is proposed to perform partial parsing
and generate event information for latter advanced
processing. It is refined work of our previous research [13]
that is extended to event-based approach. It considers both
syntactic and semantics analyses. EP parser includes three
stages: template matching, consistency checking, and event
generation. Our templates are linguistic structures
combined with semantic and syntactic information. The
template matching stage identifies the template that
matches the sentence and places them in the conflict set.
There are semantic preference scores that allows semantic
preferences to influence parse priorities, avoiding a
combinatorial explosion of possible parse trees. EP parser
solves syntax and semantics at the same time.
Generally, more than one acceptable meaning for an
input expression can be obtained after the template
matching stage. It occurs wherever a single syntactic
constituent has more than one semantic interpretation.
However, each semantic interpretation of phrases within a
sentence is given a preference score. The consistency
checking stage uses dynamic programming to choose the
most probable interpretation.
The third stage generates events according to the set
of optimal semantic interpretations. This stage uses
event-generation
templates
to
generate
events.
Event-generation template has similar representation with
semantic rules. In other words, a sentence can produce
many noun phrases, and many events will also be
produced to form an event list.
One important characteristic of the EP parser is that
it can carry out robust parsing, that does partial matching
in template matching stage between phrase templates and
a sentence. Partial parsing is necessary for ill-formed

A reasoning mechanism called programmable
reasoning with expectation, or PRE, accepts event lists
generated by EP parser. Programmable reasoning with
expectation means that the reasoning process is guided by
activating appropriate expectation to evoke other
expectations. PRE produces expected events, which are
the events generated in the reasoning process of PRE, and
reasons in an iterative fashion.
An expectation includes three parts: score, category,
and procedure construct. Score is preference priority of an
expectation. Category indicates the classification of an
expectation. A procedure construct includes a sequence of
operations.
There are four parts of an operation in a procedure
construct: step number, operator, operand, and fail. Step
number is the order number assigned to the construct.
Operator is an execution code performing a single task
such as going to previous sentence or generating an
expected event. Operand is the parameter of operator. It
has two parts: an example template, and a set of events.
Fail includes three directives: abort, break, and continue.
When an operation is failed, the abort directive will escape
the procedure construct. The break directive will stop a
Repeat-EndRepeat loop. The continue directive will skip
those operations between this operation and the nearest
EndRepeat operation.
There are 20 operators that are classified into four
categories: condition, move, report and other. Condition
operators include Match, Peak, ContextMatch, Check,
and CheckList. Move operators contain Reverse,
Backward, First, NextS, PrevS, Pointer, and Goto.
Report operators involve Insert, WriteDown. Calculate,
Answer, and ContextInsert. Other operators comprise
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which is consanguinity in our lexicon.

Ask, Repeat, EndRepeat, and End.
PRE will reason as follows: It matches an
expectation to an event, where the match condition is
necessary to be described in the first operation of each
expectation. This is called the general reasoning process.
A matched expectation will be evoked and its procedure
construct is executed. Some expected events may be
generated, or answer may be calculated. When an ask
operator is being executed, PRE will go into a deeper
expectation resolution process. The original procedure
construct will be resumed after the expectation temporarily
evoked by the ask operator is completed. If there is no ask
operator in the procedure construct, general reasoning is
performed again to match other expectations to unmatched
or new events.
Anaphora has proved to be a very interesting but
difficult linguistic phenomenon that involves a large
number of problems among lexical, syntactic, semantic,
and pragmatic levels. PRE can handle anaphor resolution
(including pronouns, reflexives, and definite reference),
temporal analysis, and ellipsis. Here we give an example
showing the pronoun resolution strategy of PRE, that is,
how to solve the structure that anaphor/antecedent pair
does not need to occur in the same clause or sentence.
We treat all information useful for resolving
pronoun as constraints, and implement an idea of recency
constraint satisfaction by PRE, which states that the
antecedent should be the most recently mentioned object
that satisfies all the constraints. The implementation will
check the most recent local event for an antecedent that
matches all the constraints related to the pronoun. If no
antecedent is found in the local context, then move
forward along the virtual time line to the next most
recently local context and check constraints for it. It acts
as backward-looking recency constraint satisfaction.
Constraints come from many sources. Pronoun
resolution may use gender and number to eliminate some
objects that are not possible to be antecedents, and other
constraints derived from imposing symptoms may
introduce further restrictions.
Fig. 5 is an example procedure construct for the
third-person pronoun “他(he).” This procedure construct
will be executed when its first operation is true. Next line
issues a control for the analysis to backward direction.
PrevS operator then put a starting sentence pointer in
previous sentence. The operations with step numbers from
4 to 8 enter loop control. The operation 6 examines the
constraints of gender between pronoun and objects by an
ask operation. When the examination is passed, an
expected event is produced by an insert operator. Be aware
that the word “爸爸(father)” appeared in steps 5, 6, and 7
is a variable. PRE will check if the semantic category of
the variable is compatible with that of “爸爸(father)”,

Step number

Operator

Operand
他

Fail

1

Match

Abort

2

Backward

Abort

3

PrevS

Abort

4

Repeat

Abort

5

Match

爸爸

Break

6

Ask

爸爸-?是-#男-的

Continue

7

Insert

他-#可能是-爸爸 Abort

8

EndRepeat

Abort

9

End

Abort

Figure 5. An example of execution construct for pronoun
resolution.

6. Application System
Corpus of MWES is taken from many sources. One
of the major sources is Textbook of Mathematics of
Elementary School in 1996. Our corpus includes about 300
word problems based on mathematics at the third and
fourth grades of elementary school in Taiwan. Its
difficulty is at the level of hybrid operations of four
elementary algebraic operators: addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division. About 90 percentage of word
problems in our corpus can be represented and solved by
the event-based approach. The application interface of
MWES is illustrated in Fig. 6.
Here we will take example 1 to illustrate the
processing of word problems by our event model. The
example discourse will produce four events as shown in
Fig. 7. The pronoun “他(he)” will be resolved by the
procedure construct of the expectation in Fig. 5. The
anaphor is bound to “約翰(John)” because the gender and
semantic category are compatible between them. The third
event in Fig. 7 will match an expectation that issues an
expected event to infer that “13年後(after 13 years)”
means add 13 to John’s current age. A simple computation
7+13=20 is then obtained by performing an Answer
operator in an expectation.

7. Conclusions
In this paper, we have sketched a new discourse
processing approach. It is an initial attempt to develop a
model that uses event as discourse entity of Mandarin
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Chinese. Nonetheless, we believe the event model can
handle both Chinese and English discourses because
anaphora and ellipsis are common phenomena within both
natural languages.
Event model is a more expressive representation
than logic. It provides procedural execution constructs to
describe constraints, retain memory, and generate outputs.
Information encoded by procedural constructs includes
both representation and operations. That is, it is not a static
representation of discourse, but an operational
representation of discourse, which does not use a complex
proposition to represent discourse structures only.
In this paper, we presented a mechanism and tools to
analyze Mandarin Chinese discourse. Although this is only
a pilot study, the preliminary results in the word problems
of elementary mathematics are quite encouraging. We
hope this will lay down the ground work for further
development into many practical discourse application
systems, such as informational retrieval, natural language
generation, and machine translation.
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